
    

TAKE CONTROL 
  HOLISTIC ENERGY 
SOLUTIONS 

A PERFECT STORM  
Rising energy costs savage the bottom line. SA power prices are at record 
highs and there’s no immediate solution to complex supply issues. With 
governments and regulators struggling to stabilise the market, it’s a volatile 
landscape for big energy users and consumers. 
 
The uncertainty is exacerbated by the looming loss of coal-fired base load 
capacity. Port Augusta’s power station closed in May 2016 and Hazelwood in 
Victoria’s Latrobe Valley will shut in March 2017. Add to this the high price of 
natural gas and the intermittent nature of renewables and the energy 
outlook is grim and confusing. 
 

TIME TO TAKE  
CONTROL 
 
ALARMING, YES.  
NO OPTIONS? NOT AT ALL 
 
You can reduce your reliance on the electricity grid in 
two key ways: energy efficiency and strategic use of 
renewables. For this you need an experienced 
partner with the breadth, technical expertise and 
track record to design and make it happen. 
We understand the complex dynamics of the energy 
sector, the linkages and return on investment of 
each element and how to knit these together in a 
sustainable and cost-effective approach. 

SUSTAINABLE SAVINGS WAY 
We don’t sell products. We use the savings we identify and create to fund 
your solution. Our 100 per cent-engineered turnkey approach embraces every 
step, from initial investigation and auditing through to engineer-led design, 
full deployment, post-deployment validation and sustainability reporting. 
Our engineers will create the right energy balance in a solution designed to 
maximiseyour energy savings and optimiseyour investment. 
 

ENGINEERING EXPERTISE 
Complex problems demand complex solutions. Led by our Senior Engineers –
with over two decades experience –we are best-equipped to handle that 
complexity. Modelling is challenging when multiple elements are involved, 
and our solution portfolio contains 40 different elements. Pangolin engineers 
use a holistic modelling tool developed in-house over many years. With a PhD 
and quality assurance qualifications, our team are leaders in the field and 
have undertaken hundreds of measurement and verification and energy 
efficiency projects for large energy users around Australia.  They’ve deployed 
solutions in a range of industries and exceeded targeted results in all. The 
team is CMVP-accredited, the highest level of recognition for validation of 
energy efficiency initiatives, and it includes panellists on the Federal 
Government’s Clean Energy Regulator audit panel. 
 
*Subject to Sustainable Savings terms & conditions 

UNMISSABLE OPPORTUNITY 
SA energy prices have rocketed by more than 50 per 
cent and that trend shows no sign of easing. On the 
upside, the costs of a number of elements have 
reduced and Large Solar rebates (LGCs) are at record 
highs. This means significantly improved returns on 
your total energy investment, but only if you act now 
to identify and harness your savings opportunities 
through a holistic and technically robust solution. 

WEAR  
COST 

Accept larger  
power bills for  

foreseeable future 

INVEST  
SAVINGS 

Use savings created to 
fully fund  

holistic energy 
solution* 

 Savings Guaranteed * 

IT’S YOUR CHOICE 



  

  

HOW WE   HELP CLIENTS 
Engineer Designed Solutions 
With a complex portfolio of 40 elements, Sustainable 
Savings solutions require extensive engineering and 
modeling capability. From investigation and auditing 
through to energy balance and bespoke solution 
design, our engineers can do it all, and have the track 
record to prove it. 
 

Supply Conditioning 
This is a well-kept industry secret we’re happy to 
share with you. Supply conditioning is an under-
utilised energy efficiency opportunity involving 
elements such as power factor correction, voltage 
optimisation and harmonic management.  
 

Lighting 
A lighting overhaul is not just about an LED upgrade. 
It’s critical to ensure light levels still meet Australian 
standards and don’t affect sales or create OH&S 
issues. And beware false economies: cheap lights and 
installation shortcuts can create costly and 
sometimes dangerous adverse consequences. 
 

Motor Optimisation 
This is a growing area of opportunity if you have large 
electrical motors that operate regularly. Optimising 
their operation not only saves energy, it prolongs their 
life. From soft starters to VSDs, control capability can 
also open up other strategies to consider.  
 

Demand Response 
Demand response was originally focused on freeing 
up site capacity to avoid paying the utility for another 
transformer. Increasing utility demand costs over the 
last few years mean savings opportunities in this 
areas are now viable. 
 

Renewables 
We focus primarily on solar photovoltics and install 
both small-scale and large commercial systems. Solar 
continues to improve in quality and longevity and its 
cost has recently dropped considerably. Solar should 
be seriously considered by all large energy users as 
part of their mix. 
 

Supply stability 
Enable your business to continue operating when 
there is a blackout. Unfortunately more frequent and 
longer blackouts are predicted for SA’s future energy 
market. 

Unique Technologies 
Sustainable Savings expert team keep up-to-date 
with emerging technologies and have a range of 
unique and proprietorial technologies at their 
disposal. One of the standout offerings saves a 
guaranteed minimum 15 per cent energy cost in the 
HVAC chiller area and significantly reduces 
maintenance costs.  
 

Bill Reengineering 
Sustainable Savings is highly experienced in the 
energy charging methodology of all Australian 
jurisdictions. Network charges are a complex arena 
for the uninitiated so we help our clients cut through 
the jargon and shape the best possible financial and 
operational outcomes. 
 

Market Analysing  
Customers benefit from our deep understanding of 
market trends and movements and our knowledge of 
the most competitive – by volume, industry and state 
– providers and deals. We don’t want your solution 
savings diluted by losses on an uncompetitive 
contract price for the balance of energy consumption.  
 

Deployment 
Sustainable Savings has a demonstrable track record 
of seamless and comprehensive project management 
in deploying our solutions. With a seasoned 
installation team that’s proven in the field, you can be 
assured your project is on track and under control. 
 

Post Deployment Validation 
Our success rests on your success. After the first and 
third years of deploying your solution, we will provide 
a thorough progress report of the results of the 
solution to date. 
 

Sustainability Reporting 
With increasing stakeholder interest and compliance 
requirements related to organisations’ sustainability 
performance, we can provide actual sustainability 
improvement results and environmental 
improvement indicators through a Pangolin deployed 
solution. 
 

Turnkey solutions 
Full end-to-end solutions. From conception to reality 
and beyond – Sustainable Savings takes care of 
everything. We design the best fit solution for you, 
deploy it, then measure its performance.` 

SAVINGS 
GUARANTEED* 
Sustainable Savings GUARANTEES that our customers’ 
solutions will pay for themselves exclusively from the 
savings they generate over a agreed period. Should you 
have to fund any part of a solution that’s not ‘cash flow 
positive’ over the defined period, we’ll pay that difference. 
 
 *Subject to Sustainable Savings terms & conditions 
 

CER audit panelist, Sustainable Savings is a member of the national 
Clean Energy Regulator’s (NCER) audit panel, which conducts audits of 
large energy users on behalf of this federal government agency. We 
conduct NCER and carbon audits across Australia for many ASX200 
companies.  
 
 
CMVP, an acronym for Certified Measurement and Verification 
Professional, is the highest accreditation in the energy efficiency area. 
Based at our Adelaide office, Sustainable Savings’ senior engineer is 
CMVP-accredited. He leads our engineering team, enhancing our energy 
modeling capabilities and researching the viability of new technologies. 
 


